New Traditionalist Instruments

SO-CAL Speed Shop Instruments: We offer two complete sets of gauges; one with 5 gauges and the other with 6, which includes a 10,000rpm electric tach. Both come with either a mechanical 3 3/8" 200mph or electric 140mph speedo. The auxiliary 2 1/16" gauges; electric oil pressure, electric water temp, electric fuel and volt meter all include the appropriate senders and hardware. They have black faces with a small SO-CAL logo, chrome bezels, steel cases and convex glass. All instruments are available separately including our new 10,000 RPM electric tach and electric 140mph speedo.

#001-62650 SO-CAL 5 Gauge set, w/mechanical 200mph speedo: $269.95 set
#001-62663 SO-CAL 5 Gauge set, w/electric 140mph speedo: $338.95 set NEW
#001-62668 SO-CAL 5 Gauge set, w/electric 140mph speedo, no sensor: $299.00 set NEW
#001-62664 SO-CAL 6 Gauge set, w/mechanical 200mph speedo: $349.95 set
#001-62666 SO-CAL 6 Gauge set, w/electric 140mph speedo: $419.95 set NEW
#001-62669 SO-CAL 6 Gauge set, w/electric 140mph speedo, no sensor: $380.00 set NEW
#001-62651 SO-CAL Mechanical 200mph speedo: $99.95 ea.
#001-62660 SO-CAL Electric 140mph speedo: $129.95 ea. NEW
#001-62652 SO-CAL Electric oil pressure: $49.95 ea.
#001-62653 SO-CAL Electric water temperature: $39.95 ea.
#001-62654 SO-CAL Volt meter: $34.95 ea.
#001-62656 SO-CAL Electric fuel gauge w/sender: $49.95 ea.
#001-62659 SO-CAL Electric fuel gauge no sending unit: $29.95 ea.
#001-62611 SO-CAL Fuel level sender, resistance rating of 33 ohms at full and 240 ohms when empty: $29.95 ea.

Note: SO-CAL Speed Shop is not known in the industry as the “go to” gauge company but that is rapidly changing. We’ve gone to great lengths to provide the finest instruments on the market and, best of all, at an affordable price. Also...so you can get a better feel for just how bitchen’ these gauges really are we’re showing them off in actual size. The idea is for you to cut them out of the catalog (if you dare) and do a layout on your dash. I know once you see how cool they look, especially the 200mph speedo and 10,000rpm tach, you’ll be hooked just like me when I did a mock-up in my own hot rod.
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